TIME FOR STORY-TELLING

ON VIEW

RACHEL ROSE: LAKE VALLEY

This exhibition features a video and sound installation by Rachel Rose, one of the best-known artists working with moving images in America today. Lake Valley, 2016, is an animated piece that explores a day in the life of a young girl and her pet, using children’s book illustrations and noises to form a family’s world that is at once unique and every day. This family-friendly exhibition includes an area with books and activities for all ages.

Visit EPMA’s website at epma.art/art/exhibitions/rachel-rose-lake-valley and navigate through our virtual gallery on display to view more images about this exhibition, and get inspired to complete the following art activity!
CREATE YOUR OWN STORY

Use your imagination and create your own story using the words below. Cut out each word and arrange a paragraph to create a narrative. Use as many words as you like!

when terrific is progress fine blue dinosaur
augment soothing shape up work grand look up time
better dog she play his polish exquisite
advocate yesterday respect purify talk sharpen stellar
airplane ant fabulous soft you adrenaline bike
white june mean dead mine kid zigzag
winner how neat silent ancestry yellow anxious
prime window noble showy age horse allow
alluring paradise superb he add half winter
splendid tree elevate dull worm deciding aunt
superior because refine gentle filling low why
revise worst flower alliance according paint age
perfect accommodate wonderful wind yes look agreement
radiant yard audience wish to show accompany
tranquil wisdom serene angry whisper road no
elephant art delightful rabbit in book middle
afraid story four fireworks immense kiss on
apart still letter river lovely forte who
attempt muffled keen them dainty stain yell
peaceful delicate quality adults prove top live
choice jumping abstract creature sky flawless pause
run the muted poem space usurpassed wish
test swell sing or light maybe visit
cultivate dreamy lift table park

Share your story with us! Tag us on social media @elpasomuseumofart.
To create your story, arrange words you chose in order and paste them in the space below:

ILLUSTRATE YOUR STORY

Illustrate a scene from the story you created. Think about these questions when illustrating your scene: Who is the main character of your story? Where is your story taking place? What is the theme? Be creative. Experiment with mix media, use cut outs from books, magazines and newspaper. Add color to your scene using watercolors, colorpencils, or markers.

Share your illustration with us! Tag us on social media @elpasomuseumofart.